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Manuals for download: - None found Manuals for purchase: - None found Please be informed of the following purchase conditions: - All purchases are subject to applicable sales taxes. - All manuals are mailed by U.S. Mail. Transport and handling are included in the purchase price. - Please allow one to two weeks for delivery. - Manuals are brochure size,
about 5.5 inches x 8.5 inches - Manual purchase instructions do not contain Quick Start Guides or other reference documents. This material is available for download. - Returns or refunds are not accepted for purchases in the Instruction Manual. If the manual you want to download is not shown above or if you want an Olympus representative to help you,
please email us at orders@olympus.com. For PO BOX and mail orders, please include the following information: -Check or payment order for $10.00 plus applicable fee payable to Olympus Imaging America Inc-Manual name -Your name, shipping address, phone number, or email address Ship To: Olympus Imaging America Inc Attn: OMA - MANUAL
PROGRAM 3500 Corporate Pkwy. PO Box 610 Center Valley, PA 18034 Adobe Reader® - Most Olympus digital products are included in this program and are usually installed automatically during software installation. If this program is not available, you can download it for free. Product Registration Registration of the new purchase will activate your
warranty and make it easier for you to use our customer support services. OLYMPUS Master 2 Transfers, browses, edits, and organizes your photos. Free download. Extended Warranty Protect your Olympus product with an expanded service plan at affordable prices. Learn Center Learn great tips about your product. Olympus OM-2 Posted 11-10-'07 The
next page contains information on this camera. If the image below looks like the camera, click below to see the full manual. This manual room library is intended for reference and historical purposes, all rights reserved. This page is copyright© by , M. Butkus, NJ. This page cannot be sold or distributed without the expressed permission of the manufacturer I
have no connection with any online camera library camera company If you find this manual useful, how about a donation of $3 to: M. Butkus, 29 Lake Ave., High Bridge, NJ 08829-1701 and send your email address so I could thank you. Most other places would charge $7.50 for an electronic copy or $18.00 for a hard-to-read xerox copy. This will help me to
continue to this site, buy new manuals, and pay their shipping costs. It'll make you feel better, won't it? If you're using Pay Pal, use the link below. Use the above address for a check, mode of operation, or cash. Click here to go to the main Camera Manual site to open the file, click on the link below. TO SALVA, DO RIGHT CLIC AND SAVE TARGET AS
SAVING IN THE ALES FOLDER (Acrobat 7.0 or Foxit PDF required to read it) Problems opening the PDF PDF or printing problems - click here to continue to English PDF MANUAL CLICK HERE to continue to quickly configure PDF MANUAL Olympus OM-2 module d'emploi Before the availability of other interesting OM models, such as OM2SP, OM3,
OM4, OM-4Ti and OM-3Ti, Olympus OM-2 body camera can be considered as the center of the OLYMPUS OM system - 35mm SLR camera system that brought a new meaning to reliability , versatility, and portability in the demanding world of modern photographer. Whether you're a professional or an amateur, visionary or a scientist, the extended OM
system is designed to allow you to capture life this way it goes from photomicrography to astrophotography, from photojournalism to portraits. This remarkably compact, lightweight and functionally designed camera incorporates an electronic shutter and fully automatic exposure control, plus manual exposure control to the flip of a lever. As long as you use a
camera in the OM system – even if the next body is not an OM-2 model, familiarize yourself with this camera and many accessories available is a good way to improve the image-taking capabilities, since the essence of the OM system is very thoughtful and most system accessories can find one way or another to fit into older or newer camera bodies. Before
you start with this short course of instructions in this section, click here to open a new window to use the main reference map for illustrating different camera body control. WARNING: OM-2 can only start working after charging the batteries (or charging correctly with the correct polarity aligned inside the compartment). If you try to release the shutter without
charging the batteries, this shutter is locked and the field of view becomes dark, turning off all functions. You need to reset the shutter to return the mirror back to the ascending position so that normal view through the viewfinder can resume... Not damage caused, but could cause some anxiety or panic in a relatively new human camera user automatically.
[1] Charge the camera. [2] Set the ASA movie speed dial (right). The Film Speed dial is also acting as the exposure compensation dial, make sure that after adjusting the film speed, the exposure compensation value is still at its neutral level facing the mark of the index (I). Then just advance the film winding up a full stroke until the figure 1 appears in the
counter exposure window (Pix to the far right). [3] Automatic Exposure Set the selector lever to the AUTO position. [3] Manual exposure Set the selector lever in the MANUAL position. [4] Automatic exposure preselects the lens aperture and look through the viewfinder to compose the image and focus on the subject. Make sure that the shutter speed scale is
visible in the viewfinder. [4a] Manual exposure Look through the viewfinder, compose the image, focus on the subject, and determine Make sure that the overexposure and underexposure index marks are visible in the viewfinder. [5] Hold the camera steady and press the shutter button with a constant slow pressure to take the photo. [6] After the entire film
reel has been exposed, scroll the film back into the cartridge and download the camera. The introduction of the OM-2 battery(s) requires two 1.5 V silver oxide batteries as a power source for both manual lens exposure measurement and automatic exposure control. Batteries must be inserted correctly or the camera will not work. [1] Remove the battery
chamber cover by turning it counterclockwise with a coin. [2] Insert two 1.5 V silver oxide batteries (Eveready or UCAR S-760requivalent) into the battery chamber, making sure that each positive part (+) is outward-facing, as shown in the diagram inside the camera. [3] Replace the cover by turning it clockwise until it is tight. NEW UPLOAD by Mr. Rick
Oleson on a solution to the battery problem: ... Olympus OM2S, OM3 and OM4 are great rooms.... but they're also notorious battery eaters Here's a way to run the camera on a pair of AA penlight cells.... * IMPORTANT: If you press the trigger button when the batteries are fully discharged or when there are no batteries in the camera, the mirror will lock-up
and the camera won't work. If this happens, follow the RESET procedure to unlock the mirror and make the camera operational before charging new batteries. * Reset procedure * If the mirror is up and the shutter is locked, press the RESET button in the lower left corner of the body holder and rotate the shutter speed ring manually until the reset mark (*) is
aligned with the red triangle on the lens holder. Then the mirror comes down, and the shutter is unlocked. Check the battery status To check the batteries, move the selection lever to the CHECK position. The battery check lamp indicates the battery status in three stages, following: (1) The red lamp lights up strongly - Battery voltage is sufficient. (2) The red
lamp flashes and goes out - The batteries are very weak. Fresh batteries are recommended. (3) The lamp does not light up - Batteries are emptied. Replace them. Battery problems: * Silver oxide batteries should last about a year under normal conditions of use. When the batteries are exhausted, the mirror will lock and the camera will stop working (repeat
the above-mentioned reset procedure to unlock the mirror when charged with a new battery pack). When you go on a trip, it's a good idea to make a set of fresh batteries: * Continue when the batteries are weak (the battery check lamp flashes) will eventually lead to the mirror locking. Always replace weak batteries before extended photo-taking sessions. If
two batteries are in contact with each other when unpacked, there is a danger of short circuit. To avoid short-circuiting, separate packaged in plastics supplied. They can be stored in the pocket at the top of the front cover of the hard housing. * Even when the batteries are relatively fresh, the battery check lamp will flash at low temperatures due to battery
inactivity. These batteries often return to a higher power because they heat up at normal temperature. Check batteries often in low temperature conditions to make sure they are working correctly. | previous | Next | 1/9 | Back | to the index page of the OM2(n) instruction manual | Back | to the index page of OM2(n) | Back | at THE index home page of OM1(n)
&amp; OM2(n) Olympus OM-2(n): Camera Operations (9 parts) | Other Issues (5 Parts) Specifications: HTML | PDF (48k) Main reference map: HTML | PDF (203k) Olympus OM-2 SP: Camera Operations | Other details: HTML | PDF | Main reference map: HTML | PDF Olympus OM-1(n): Camera Operations (6 Parts) | Other Issues (5 Parts) Specifications:
HTML | PDF | Main reference map: HTML | PDF (217k) Shared Resources: Additional Articles: TTL Metering, Depth of Field, Shutter Speed &amp; Aperture Motor Drive and Power Winder: Main Index Page (4 Parts) Motor Drive 1 | Engine Drive 2 | Winder 1 | Winder 2 Flash Photography: Main Index Page (4 Parts) T45 | T32 | T20 | F280 | S20 | Qucik AUTO
310 | QA300, 200, 200S Macro-Photography: Main Page Index (3 Parts) Macro Flash Units: T10 Flash Ring, T28 Twin, T28 Single, T8 Flash Ring Accessories: Databack 1-4 | Screens | Accessory Finder | Remote | Zuiko Lens Cases: BACK!! | Message Pane | for preferred olympus OM-1(n) and OM-2(n) models in the SLR Camera series | Message Pane |
for Zuiko Optics in a common environment | Message Pane | Specially for Dispose or Looking for OM Photographic Equipment Home - Photography in Malaysia Copyright © 2000. ® leofoo. MIR web development team. Site &amp; Message Board Manaintinders: Mr. Bruce hamm &lt;bhamm@magma,ca&gt;; Mr. Rick &lt;rick_oleson@yahoo.com&gt;Oleson;
Mr Simon &lt;ruralwales@yahoo.com&gt;Evans; Mark Dapoz &lt;md@dementia.org&gt;;D l Rick Oleson &lt;rick_oleson@yahoo.com&gt;my old time friend, Ahmad Ikram, Dr. Rubber Research Institute (RRI), Malaysia, which shares the same passion with me and also left his collection of OM-1n, OM-4 alsang bodies with a Motor Drive 1 preparation of some
images have appeared in this site. Mr. Poon's Photo Poon, Ipoh, Mr. Richard, Ampang Park, Mr. Lim and Miss Jenny's Photo Edar for their generosity for their OM1 (n), OM2n camera and some Zuiko lenses. Mr. KKLow for some of his previous images on OM-1. Miss Wati and Mirza to help me to convert this operating manual into an HTML format. Mr
MCLau for some mistakes made on earlier preview sites. The site has unfortunately created again with a PowerMac A personal tribute to the creator of the OM system and also a site dedicated to all fans olympus and Zuiko Optics around the world. Olympus is a registered trade name of Olympus Inc.,&lt;/rick_oleson@yahoo.com&gt;
&lt;/md@dementia.org&gt; &lt;/ruralwales@yahoo.com&gt; &lt;/rick_oleson@yahoo.com&gt; &lt;/bhamm@magma,ca&gt; &lt;/bhamm@magma,ca&gt;
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